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In [l) Ellerman establishes a prime stalk theorem characterising formulae which 
are weakly forced over the prime filter space of a topological space X. In the 
notation described there the theorem may be stated in the form: 
p$ Q ($, . . -3 an) iff {iE UIPii~(*l ,..., a,,)}EE 
Here we give an alternative proof of the theorem, aimed at exposing the more 
general principles which seem to underly Ellerman’s result, at least when viewed 
from the theory of toposes. Although this idea must have occurred to many others, 
it seems nevertheless worthwhile to have it formally hoted. 
The theorem concerns the relationship between the interpretation of the 
booleanisations of a formula in the language of the category of sheaves on a 
topological space X and of the formula obtained by extending along the continuous 
mapping 
XAPrX 
from X to the prime filter space Pr X of X. The observation which we shall make is 
that the theorem depends on one fact about the direct image functor thus 
determined from the category of sheaves on X to the category of sheaves on Pr X, 
coupled with known results about those formulae preserved under the direct image 
functor into a topos from its booleanisation. I am grateful to Paul Bankston and 
Evelyn Nelson for making me aware of the problem. 
For any topological space X, we shall denote the category of sheaves on X by X. 
The bootk:3nisation of X - that is, the category of sheaves for the double negation 
topology an X - will be denoted by B(X). The category IEB(X) is the full 
subcategory of x consisting of sheaves A on X for which the restriction map 
A(U)-+A(U’) 
is bijective for any dense open subset U’ of an open set U of X. The map of toposes 
5(X)+X 
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from the booleanisation to X has inverse ~rlz!,o e part given by the functor which 
assigns to any sheaf A on X the sheaf ,,A detitled by: 
-A(U)= lim A (U’). 
V*denscin U 
The boolean algebra B(X) of truth values of B(X) is exactly the algebra of regular 
open sets of X. Moreover, B(X) is the category of sheaves on B(X) with respect to 
the canonical topology. 
The first observation that we make is that the continuous mapping 
X’PrX 
induces an isomorphism between the algebras of regular open sets of X and of the 
prime filter space Pr, Y. The isomorphism between these algebras is that obtained 
from the assignment .o each open subset U of X of the basic open subset 
X(U)={FEPrX)UEF) 
of the prime filter space. It may be verified that the mapping obtained preserves and 
reflects both containment and regularity of open subsets. Moreover, that denseness 
of inclusion of open subsets is preserved and reflected and that every regular open 
subset of PrX is the image of a regular open subset of X. In particular, there is an 
equivalence of categories 
O(X)= lEB(Pr X) 
induced by this mapping. The buoleanisationl; of X and DPrX will therefore be 
identified, being denoted commonly by B(X). There is therefore a commutative 
diagram 
of toposes, in which /3 and y are the respective booleanisation maps. 
The main observation which is needed 1s that the diagram 
also commutes: that is, that the direct image functor induced by the continuous 
mapping QI! commutes with booleanisation. The proof is a straightforward applica- 
tion of the expression for the double negation sheafification functor, tog&her with 
the remark that for any open covering (U,) of an open subset U of we have that 
u,X( &) is dense in the open subset X(U) of Pr X. It will be omitted. 
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Any finite limit preserving functor 
from a topos E to a topos (F determines for each formula cp in the first order 
language of E a formula in the first order language of IF. In the case of a map of 
toposes, the direct image and inverse image functors both preserve finite limits. We 
shall be concerned here only with first order formulae which are formed using 
negation, conjunction, disjunction and existential quantification. For a topos E, we 
shall denote the set of such formulae by For,. The mapping from ForE to ForF 
determined by the fun&or 
will tie denoted correspondingly by 
For, G For,. 
The mapping which interprets a formula (9 E For, in the topos E will be denoted by 
The only remaining observation which we need is the fact that for any topological 
space X the diagram 
commutes: that is, that the direct image functor determined by booleanisatisn 
preserves the interpretation of the formulae considered here, The proof for 
negation, conjunction and disjunction is immediate. That for existential quantifica- 
tion requires a transfinite induction to conclude that the existence of sections of a 
sheaf over an open covering allows the existence of a section over a dense open 
subset of the union to be established. The diagram evidently is not in any particular 
category. 
With these preparatory remarks, we consider the diagram 
By the above remark, the rear and left squares commute. Therefore, writing maps 
on the right, we have: 
b*b* c’x(Y* = b” L*(x)P*ar* = b” C#B(X)J’* = b*c* LPrx* 
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Moreover, we have that Al* y * = p * (and hence that a * c * = b *), which allows us 
to conclude that: 
b*b, ~xcy, = a,c*c, cprx. 
This is the formulation of the prime stalk theorem which emerges in this context. In 
Iess precise (but more intuitive) terms, it states that for any formula 60 in the 
language of the category of sheaves ori X of the type considered here: 
where a lower asterisk denotes direct image along cy and an upper asterisk denotes 
booleanisation of the formula. 
Applying this to the particular case of a formula q in the language associated 
with a sheaf P of relational s$ructures of given type on a space X, we remark that 
the notion of weak forcis g P I= cp for a formula q considered by Ellerman coincides 
with the canonical into; rpretation of the booleanisation cp* of the formula. The 
above equation there$re expresses that the concept of weak forcing for (9 
commutes with taking direct image along the continuous mapping from X to the 
prime filter space of X. In the notation of Ellerman: 
p”,i Q (&, . . ., gn) iff {iEUIP$cp(a,,..., a,}EE 
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